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The following represents the sum of  the WFRP1 rules
from an earlier draft of  Fimir: Ruinous Inheritance, the
background rules for the Fimir in Warpstone 25. To some
extent these rules are presented out of  context, but they
should make sense to GMs familiar with WFRP1 and
Fimir : Ruinous Inheritance. Certainly Fimir : Ruinous
Inheritance is required for full background on creatures
featured here.

Robin Low, December 2005

The art here contains more sketches from John Keane
and some creature sketches from Richard Martin.

John Foody

LanguageLanguageLanguageLanguageLanguage
Fimir have their own language they call Fimar. Wizards
who hear it spoken might recognise parts of  it as a form
of  Demonic speech. Wizards roll against Intelligence to
recognise this fact, with Demonologists and those with
skill in Demon Lore and/or Arcane Language: Demonology
rolling against Intelligence+10.

InInInInInstabilitystabilitystabilitystabilitystability
Most Demons, like elementals and undead creatures, are
subject to instability: the random shifting of  the real world
and their plane of origin can result in their expulsion
from the real world, can weaken or strengthen them or
even trap them in the real world where they are cut off
from their rightful plane of existence and rendered
insubstantial. However, there are certain places, such as
haunted houses, sites where hideously evil acts have been
committed, or areas of  raw, primal power, where
appropriate entities are not subject to instability at all. For
Demons, such areas often include well-established Fimir
settlements, where regular and repeated interaction
between the Fimir and Demons has created a strong
link between the real world and the world of  the Demons.
Similarly, when a Demon and Dirach have forged a

particularly close bond with one another, the Demon in
question is not usually subject to instability when within a
certain distance of  that Dirach (GMs should decide the
precise distance involved, but it shouldn�t be outside of
normal visual contact). Some Demons, such as the
Cromara, are permanently at home in the real world, a
result of  their original association with an ancient rural
god of  agriculture.

However, this does not mean that Dirach and Meargh
will summon as many Demons as they can, recover their
magic points and then summon still more, stockpiling
Demons in case of  emergency. This doesn�t happen for
two reasons. Firstly, Fimir have an amicable relationship
with Demons that allows them to summon Demons
comparatively easily compared to most other races;
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repeatedly summoning Demons without a good, specific
reason would result in a deterioration of  this relationship,
something the Fimir avoid. Secondly, even Demons
friendly to the Fimir are often awkward, contrary and
generally difficult to manage; having them hanging
around in numbers will only cause problems, so the
Fimir avoid having them around without good reason.

Clearly, Demons are horribly dangerous and shouldn�t
be flung at PCs without careful thought (the Fimir are
careful about it and GMs should be too). Instability is
one of  the mechanisms that normally allows their use
in a game and still gives the PCs a fighting chance.
However, they are awesome entities and can add a great
deal of  atmosphere, especially if  they can be talked to
rather than just fought. Several of  the Demons in A
Fimir Bestiary below are described as only being subject
to instability during combat, when their physical forms
are put under stress - this is suggested to allow more
non-violent interaction between PCs and Demons to
occur. Similarly, it is suggested that Demons with the
ability to disguise themselves as things that belong in the
real world (people, animals, naturally occurring objects
such as rock and trees, and even manufactured items
such as weapons or coaches) are not subject to instability
until they do something that makes their nature obvious.

GMs should consider the above ideas and use them,
modify them or discard them in favour of  the traditional
rules as they feel is right for their game. However,
Demons are a major part of  the Fimir and GMs should
take the opportunity to use them as fully-developed
characters, though not necessarily all the time.

TTTTThe Whe Whe Whe Whe Wisdom of Marisisdom of Marisisdom of Marisisdom of Marisisdom of Maris
It is important to remember that Meargh don�t categorise
spells the way Humans do. Although in the Fimir tongue
there are words that translate loosely into �Demonology�,
�necromancy� and �elementalism�, they have no
equivalent term for Battle or Petty Magic. Although
Meargh cast spells that are recognisable to practitioners
of  all those magical specialities, most Meargh magic
stems from a body of  lore originally taught by Maris to
the first Meargh. The Wisdom of  Maris is the closest one
will get to a spell group � within Fimir magic there is no
concept of  specialist Wizards with separate spell groups.
A list of  the spells making-up the Wisdom of  Maris, drawn
from a number of  existing categories, can be found in
the Heroes of  the Fimir.

Something else to remember is that before a Meargh
dies she aims to teach her apprentice everything she knows,
every Demon�s name, every spell, every ritual, every word
of  the Wisdom of  Maris. By the time a Meargh is ready

to look after her clan on the death of  her teacher, she
should know almost everything she�ll ever need to know,
having had a very long apprenticeship by the standards
of  other races. All she has to do to cast higher level
spells is practice her magic and develop her personal
power (in rules terms, �develop her personal power�
means advance her level and her Intelligence
characteristic � however, Meargh know all Demonology
spells listed in Heroes of  the Fimir, and these are not
included on the maximum number of  spells they many
know). That said, over the centuries, knowledge has been
lost, both to individual Meargh and to the Fimir race as
a whole.

Meargh magic is heavily biased towards spells involving
Demons and the elemental forces of  water and earth;
the latter as discussed below in Elementalism. Meargh
are able to cast all Summon, Bind and Dispel Demon spells
without ingredients. However, this does not include
energy-summoning spells like Summon Energy, Summon
Great Power and Summon Total Power, each of  which
requires the sacrifice of  a number of  living sentient
beings equal to the level of  the spell.

In addition to spells drawn from previously published
sources, Meargh possess other spells and rituals.
Examples are the rituals designed to summon the
Demon Princes Balor or Kroll (see Balor and Kroll
below for more information). They may know rituals
to summon other Demon Princes, but these tend to be
specific to the Demon Prince in question � GMs should
determine the spell requirements on an individual basis.
However, the existing range of  spells available to a
Meargh is more than adequate to make them a force to
be reckoned with, and there is probably little need to
expand it. Whether these spells and rituals can be taught
to non-Fimir Wizards is up to GMs.

GMs should also consider cultural variations with regard
to spells. This article is heavily biased towards the Fimir
of  the Wasteland and northern regions of  The Empire,
but Fimir exist elsewhere in the Warhammer World. For
example, Meargh of  the icy Kislev coastline may know
spells that are remarkably similar to the spells of the
Ice shamans of that cold and bitter land (see WFRP1
edition of  Realms of  Sorcery for details of  these spells).
GMs should exploit the fact that ice is water and shares
some properties with rock.

Finally, every Meargh possesses the ability to create a
magical fog, as described in the Fimir section of the
Bestiary in the original WFRP1 rulebook. This ability is
not considered a spell in terms of  calculating the number
of  spells a Meargh knows.
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TTTTThe Grace of Fimúlhe Grace of Fimúlhe Grace of Fimúlhe Grace of Fimúlhe Grace of Fimúl
The Dirach only know three spells: two level 1
Demonology spells and one level 2 Demonology spell.
A Dirach does not learn these spells in the same manner
as a Meargh apprentice learns spells from an elder
Meargh. Instead, following Svabhaavajam (see Lifecycle
of  a Typical Fimir) the young Dirach is taught by older
Dirach how to discover the spells that lie within him �
the young Dirach makes no choices, just discovers what
fate and Fimúl have gifted him with. These spells can
be determined randomly, but at least one of  them will
be Summon Demonic Creature (from the WFRP1 edition
of  Realms of  Sorcery), Summon Guardian, Summon Steed or
Summon Lesser Demons. Like Meargh, Dirach require no
spell ingredients to cast Summon, Dispel or Bind spells,
but Summon Energy requires the sacrifice of  two living
sentient creatures. Dirach often appear to be able to use
spells outside the Demonologist spell list, but this is
because they have the Summon Magical Aid Demonology
spell. For spell ingredients required for other spells, see
The Wisdom of  Maris � Spells of  the Meargh in
Heroes of  the Fimir.

Like the Meargh, every Dirach possesses the ability to
create a magical fog, as described in the Fimir section
of  the Bestiary in the original WFRP1 rulebook, and
this does not count towards the three spells know by a
Dirach.

DDDDDemonologyemonologyemonologyemonologyemonology
The Fimir relationship with Demons is described
throughout this article and discussed in detail in the
section In the Hands of  the Father above. However,
this section deals with the Fimir/Demon relationship
with regards to how it affects their magic, specifically

the way Meargh and Dirach go about summoning,
dispelling, binding and generally dealing with Demons.

SUMMONING DEMONSSUMMONING DEMONSSUMMONING DEMONSSUMMONING DEMONSSUMMONING DEMONS

Demons are dangerous creatures to deal with, but
perhaps due to their half-Demonic origins Fimir find it
much easier to work with them than other races do.
This is not to say that it�s a risk-free business, but Dirach
and Meargh can summon Demons on a regular basis if
they have to and not worry too much about the
consequences. One of  the reasons they can be so casual
about it is that they know the names of  so many
Demons, great and small. Maris the Witch Princess is
said to have taught the first Meargh the true names of
many thousands of  Demons, and while some of  these
have been forgotten down the millennia many, many
more have been remembered and shared amongst
Meargh and Dirach. Many of  these Demons have long-
standing obligations to individual Meargh, Dirach, clans
or the Fimir race as a whole, based on bargains made
centuries, even millennia ago. This means that they can
be summoned in the knowledge that they will do as the
summoner asks without the need to strike a new bargain.
(What some of  these ancient bargains were is often long
forgotten, except perhaps by the Demons concerned.)
Two other important reasons why Fimir can work
relatively safely with Demons are their race�s kinship
with and lack of  fear of  most Demons. These may no
seem to count for much, but they mean that most
Demons know that any Meargh or Dirach who
summons them will bargain with them honestly and
will also summon them for purely social events (such as
the Fimir monthly sacrifice or simply for conversation)
and not just to send them into battle or bully them for
information. This is in marked contrast to most other
Demonologists who see Demons as little more than
tools or servants.

Aside from knowing a Demon�s name, a Meargh or
Dirach must also draw a circle to contain the Demon;
this does not usually offend Demons as it demonstrates
a respect for their power. However, the circle is not an
elaborate one and does not require any symbols to be
drawn within it or around the edge. The circle can be
made with a length of  rope, poured salt or just drawn
in the dirt with a stick or claw of  one toe, but
concentration and expenditure of magic points equal
to the cost of the summoning spell are required as usual.
This simplicity gives the Fimir another advantage over
Demonologists of  other races. For example, the gigantic
eel-like Greater Demon called the Morga can be 30 to
60 feet in length and can only be summoned at sea.
Summoning such a beast is a feat beyond any Human
Demonologist. All a Meargh has to do is captain a Fimir
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longboat and have it sail in a simple but very large circle,
pouring blood from the aft of  the ship, after which she
can cast Summon Greater Demon (if  she�s the right level to
cast it of  course) and if  successful a Morga will erupt
from the waves in a shower of  seawater. (However, as
creation of the circle and casting of the spell costs the
Meargh 25 magic points each, it�s not something to be
done on a whim). Due to the simplicity of  the circle,
the GM does not have to make an Intelligence test to
see if the circle has been inscribed successfully: if a
Meargh or Dirach is involved with the creation of  a
protective circle and spends the required magic points
then it is fully functional. Those Demons that are
specifically allied to the Fimir � such as the Demon
Prince Balor or Maris� Ravens � only require a symbolic
circle to be drawn as a gesture of  respect (i.e. a circle is
drawn, but no magic points are spent on its creation
and the circle cannot hold the Demon).

Under normal circumstances, neither Meargh nor Dirach
have to attempt to control a Demon once it is
summoned. The Fimir relationship with Demons is so
ancient and intimate, built on mutual respect and
understanding, that they can avoid this process.
Nevertheless, outsiders who observe any summoning
will usually still see the summoner go through a verbal
process of controlling the Demon, and the Demon
acquiescing, but this is for the sake of  tradition only
and no dice need be rolled. The one exception is Chaotic
Demons: Fimir contempt for Chaos is well known by
these Demons and they return it. However, only those
few Meargh and Dirach who have turned to Chaos
usually attempt to summon Chaos Demons, so only they
usually have to worry about trying to control them �
unless the dark powers that they�ve turned to have
enhanced their Will Power, this often proves difficult.

The next stage in the process is the bargaining stage �
mutual respect or not, Demons won�t do something for
nothing. As noted earlier, many Demons, especially
Lesser ones and Demonic servants, have long-standing
arrangements with the Fimir. Sometimes payment has
already been made in past, sometimes it is not due to be
paid for many years to some and sometimes the
summoner has to hand over payment there and then,
but this left to the GM to decide upon for plot-related
purposes. The sorts of  things Demons ask for include:
sacrifice of  living creatures (sentient or otherwise,
sometimes a specific individual) made in the name of
the Demon; a direct gift of  magic energy (magic points)
from the summoner; a magical item; a promise to be
summoned back into the world at a specific future time
and/or place for the Demon�s own purposes; a random
act of  cruelty; a random act of  kindness; a song to be

written about the Demon by an Elf  minstrel; any
number of  other meaningful or incomprehensible
requests. (GMs can often make these demands the basis
for plots that will bring Fimir into contact with the PCs.)

However, even if  the right gift is offered, a Demon will
not automatically do as the summoner asks due to the
absence of  a true attempt at controlling it. Whilst a
Meargh or Dirach could try to formally control a
reluctant Demon, this goes against the spirit of  the
relationship that has lasted millennia, and when word
spread to other Demons that the Fimir are attempting
to control them, then the Fimir would be faced with
trying to control every single Demon they summoned,
which would be disastrous. Instead, Meargh and Dirach
summon Demons that are likely to be in accordance
with their aims based on the Demon�s alignments and
natures. For example, if  the Fimir needed to steal a baby
for sacrifice, they wouldn�t summon a good Demon for
the job, but they might summon a good Demon to act
as a messenger between them and a Human village in
an attempt to build a truce. Given the nature and usual
activities of  the Fimir, the vast majority of  Demons
they summon are evil or neutral, although they
sometimes call on Solkan�s vengeful Demons of  Law.
On balance, none of  this is a big issue for the Fimir: as
they can summon Demons with relative ease and have
access to a range of  Demon names that rivals the
knowledge of  all Human Demonologists in the Old
World combined, they can usually find a Demon who�ll
do whatever job they want doing � it just costs time and
magical energy.

It is vital to remember that even though the Fimir can
deal with Demons comparatively easily, it doesn�t mean
that they�re constantly summoning Demons and sending
them off  to work for them. Meargh and Dirach make it
plain to their apprentices that they should never summon
a Demon to do a job that Fimir can do for themselves:
Demons should only be summoned on the basis of
genuine need, for clan rituals and celebrations, or for
private conversation and discussion. (Exceptions exist
of  course: Fimir can rustle cattle themselves, but using
the natural talents of  the Cromara Demons allows the
Fimir to avoid getting too close to Humans.) This
remarkable restraint helps maintain the largely amicable
relationship between the Fimir and Demons, and means
that the magic-using castes do not frivolously waste
magical energy (i.e. magic points) that may be needed at
a moment�s notice to defend their clan. Also, no Meargh
wants her clan to get soft from inactivity and over-
reliance on Demons.

(N.B. It may seem that it�s been made far too easy for
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the Fimir to summon Demons. However, as the rules
for summoning )emons in the original WFRP1 rulebook
stand, it is almost impossible for Meargh and Dirach,
especially the latter, to summon Demons safely or
successfully at all due to their low Will Power and
Intelligence. This hardly fits with the image of  the Fimir.
However, if  GMs wish to keep the rules for summoning
Demons as per the core WFRP rules, it is suggested
that the Will Power and Intelligence characteristics of
both the Meargh and Dirach castes are increased
significantly to give them a fighting chance of  living up
to their reputation as the friends and worshippers of
Demons. Alternatively, GMs can consider sticking with
the rules suggested here, but doubling the magic point
cost of  Demonology spells. Or, if  GMs wish to
complicate matters further and draw a deeper distinction
between Dirach and Meargh magic, they can allow
Dirach to deal with Demons as described above, but
require the Meargh to have to control any Demon she
summons before she can bargain with it. (Some GMs
might allow the Meargh to spend 1 magic point for a
temporary five-point increase to her Will Power.) This
would reinforce the significance of  the term
Demonfriend, which is often used to refer to Dirach,
and prevent Meargh summoning Greater Demons too
easily. However, a GM�s approach to summoning
Demons ultimately depends both on how he sees the
relationship between the Fimir and their Demonic kin
and what level of  Demonic threat the PCs can
reasonable cope with.)

DispDispDispDispDispelling Delling Delling Delling Delling Demonemonemonemonemonsssss
It�s generally considered the height of  bad manners for
a Meargh or Dirach to bind or dispel a Demon she or
he has summoned. In practice they don�t need to: the
Fimir usually come to some sort of  agreement with the
Demons they summon and even if  one won�t agree the
circle will contain them for as long it remains intact.
Most uncooperative Demons simply return to wherever
they came from after a failed bargaining session; a few
of  the more annoying variety will stay in the circle for a
while talking endlessly and generally making a nuisance
of  themselves from within the confines of  the circle.

The principle exception to this tradition comes when a
Demon of  Chaos is involved or if  any Demon attempts
to harm any Fimir or Fimir interest or property, directly
or indirectly; most Demons and Lawful Demons accept
that the Fimir have the right to defend themselves under
these circumstances. The other exception concerns
Demons who purposely linger near Fimir settlements
where they are often not subject to instability. Such Demons
are tolerated up to a point, but are politely asked to
leave if  they create problems; if  they prove resistant

they are usually dispelled as politely and apologetically
as possible. However, full force is used in the case of
Demons who have been needlessly aggressive and
insulting to the Fimir.

ElemeElemeElemeElemeElementalismntalismntalismntalismntalism
Fimir are creatures of Man and Demon, but they are
also creatures of  earth and water: their ancestral mother,
Maris was a Human princess of  the Waterland, the
father, Fimúl the Mud God, a Demon from the earth
itself. While the Fimir don�t have the same relationship
with elementals that they have with Demons,
elementalism an important part of  the magical repertoire
of  the Meargh passed down from Maris, and is symbolic
of  the Fimir heritage. However, Meargh usually view
elementals simply as tools that are not befriended or
worshipped in the way Demons are. Nevertheless, some
of  the oldest Meargh who have made considerable use
of  elementals over the centuries develop a deeper
understanding of  them and the ability to communicate
with them. They gladly take advantage of  the knowledge
this can bring. The key practical effect of  their superior
understanding is that these Meargh are able to make
use of  the �connectedness� of  the element. For example,
if  a Meargh summons a water elemental from a river or
from the sea, she may ask it a question about what is
happening on a river bank many, many miles
downstream or far out to sea. The reply from that distant
part, relayed by the elemental, may be a long time in
coming (and earth elementals are incredibly slow speakers),
full of  irrelevancies, and will be from the rather alien
perspective of  the element, but that�s where the Meargh�s
centuries of  understanding comes in. This talent can
lead to truly bizarre and awesome sights, as a Meargh
stands at the top of  her tower or on an open hilltop
communing with an elemental formed from the rain
itself. In game terms, level 4 or 5 Meargh (who also
know the Summon Elemental spell) can have the skill
Elemental Understanding, which allows them to make an
Intelligence roll to understand and sift through what an
elemental is telling them about things it has witnessed
in distant areas. Human elementalists would undoubtedly
love to develop this skill, if  only they could live long
enough.

There are two important points to remember regarding
elemental magic and Meargh. Firstly, Meargh cannot
summon fire or air elementals or use elemental magic
pertaining to those elements (although this does not
apply level 1 Battle Magic spells such as Fireball, which
appears as an earth-based ball of  hot coals). Secondly,
unlike elementals summoned by non-Fimir, earth
elementals are not blocked by water and water elementals
are not blocked by earth and rock. In fact, it is possible
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for earth and water elementals summoned by a Meargh
to merge to form a combined entity. Elementals
summoned by Meargh on wet beaches or in marshes
are often a mixture of  the two, the elements perhaps
mixing spontaneously in response to something innate
to the Fimir. In practical terms all this means is that a
small water elemental and a small earth elemental can
combine to form a larger, more powerful single entity
(a mud elemental if  you want to think of  it that way).

Earth elementals summoned by Meargh tend to take
specific forms. The commonest types are of  hard black
rock or dark thick peat. When summoned, the former
cracks and splinters as it detaches from a cliff-face or
rocky outcrop, grinding and cracking as it moves; the
latter heaves itself  up from the body of  the marsh,
dripping water and vegetable matter. Others take forms
appropriate to the area in which they are summoned.
For example, those summoned near sand dunes, may
appear as shifting mounds of sand (whole dunes if they
are really big) with grasses and sand thistles sprouting
from them, those from a beach as a mass of  rounded
pebbles and sea shells or wet sand with sand eels and
ragworms writhing through them. Similarly, water
elementals should match the site of  their summoning
in some way, whether that be a stagnant pond, thick
with slimy green algae, a fast-flowing river or a salty
tidal pool filled with crabs and snails. All types conform
to the standard rules from WFRP1 � this is more about
presenting elementals in interesting and atmospheric
ways, rather than relying on the standard rock monster
or waterspout images.

As with many Demonology spells, a Meargh does not
require the traditional ingredients to cast Elemental
spells. However, a Meargh must have some physical
contact with the element concerned. In the case of  some
spells this can mean contact with the actual target of
the spell (Crumble Stone or Breathe Underwater, for example)
or simply clutching some pebbles (Assault of  Stones) or
stood in a puddle (Cause Rain). However, level 4 and
level 5 spells invariably require large bodies of  the
element very close by. Use the suggested ingredients
and level of  each spell as a guideline to what sort of
quantity of  the element and degree of  contact is
required. The level 5 spell Fountain of  Life requires a
drop of  fresh water from the Waterland or from the
Wandering Island � the former is lost to the Fimir and
the latter is all but lost. Although some Meargh claim to
possess such watery relics, handed down from Meargh
to Meargh over countless long generations, only a
handful of  Meargh know the spell and it must have
been thousands of  years since it was last successfully
cast.

BalorBalorBalorBalorBalor
Any creature less than a god or another Demon Prince
who locks eyes with Balor (in practice Balor must make
a successful attack roll to make contact) automatically
loses 1d6 Wounds, regardless of  Toughness or armour.
Balor�s characteristics are as follows:

Balor wears an incredibly ornate bronze belly-shield with
side-plates that provide 3 armour points on his body.
He wields two two-handed axes, one hand in each hand,
with no penalties. Balor�s tail is bladed like a Fimm
Noble�s, but is long enough to attack and defend at his
rear, his sides, his front and even overhead. His attack
pattern usually consists of  one attack with each of  his
axes, two tail lashes and two gaze attacks. The latter are
usually directed at some foe he is not engaged with hand-
to-hand (Balor has the unnerving ability to fight
someone at close quarters without actually looking at
them). As a side-effect of  his eye, Balor causes terror in
all creatures save gods and other Demon Princes.
Fortunately, Balor is subject to instability even when not in
combat and even in Fimir settlements (for reasons
unknown and much considered by Dirach and Meargh).

KROLLKROLLKROLLKROLLKROLL

1This number represents movement through a marsh,
bog or river. Through deep, open water it is 12.

2When dealing with one or more tentacles, but no body,
treat each tentacle as having 6 Wounds. When those
Wounds are gone, the tentacle is useless.

3Kroll�s number of  attacks depends on how many
sacrifices have been made to her, and thus how many
of  his tentacles she is able to extend into the physical
world. Eight attacks can be treated as tail or constriction
attacks, but the ninth is a bite attack from Kroll�s hideous
beak.

6 75 30 10 6 30 80 6 56 56 48 56 56 10

61 66 0 9 10 302 70 93 45 70 60 66 78 40
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FIMIR CHARACTERISTICSFIMIR CHARACTERISTICSFIMIR CHARACTERISTICSFIMIR CHARACTERISTICSFIMIR CHARACTERISTICS

The characteristics given below are for average Fimir of  each
caste, but individual Fimir will inevitably vary. A range of
possible skills are also suggested for each caste, and these will go
some way towards turning a group of  Fimir into individual
characters, but GMs should remember that characteristics and
skills do not make personalities. As an alternative, GMs could
take the basic Shearl characteristics and apply appropriate careers
to the various castes. One other thing to note is that in characteristic
terms there is very little difference between Fimm and Fianna
Fimm, the latter apparently originating as elite troops for
Warhammer Fantasy Battle � for convenience, GMs may
wish use the same characteristics for both and rely on the physical
and social differences alone to distinguish those sub-castes.

SHEARLSHEARLSHEARLSHEARLSHEARL

Possible Skills: Animal Care; Boat Building; Brewing;
Carpentry; Concealment Rural; Cook; Dodge Blow;
Fish; Flee!; Follow Trail; Game Hunting; Identify Plant;
Metallurgy; Mining; River Lore; Row; Sailing; Secret
Signs: Fimir; Set Trap; Silent Move Rural; Smithing;
Specialist Weapon: Double-handed Weapons; Specialist
Weapon: Net; Stoneworking; Tailor; Wrestling.

Possible Weapons: two-handed club (used one-
handed); quarterstaff; net. Shearl may fight unarmed
using their claws, with the usual Weapon Skill penalty
for unarmed combat, doing Strength damage.

Possible Armour: none.

FIMMFIMMFIMMFIMMFIMM

Possible Skills: Concealment Rural, Disarm, Dodge
Blow, Flee!, Follow Trail, Game Hunting, River Lore,
Row, Sailing, Secret Signs: Fimir, Set Trap, Silent Move
Rural, Smithing, Specialist Weapon: Double-handed
Weapons, Strike Mighty Blow, Strike to Injure, Strike to
Stun, Wrestling.

Possible Weapons: Double-handed axes or hammers
(used one-handed). Fimm may fight unarmed using their
claws, with no Weapon Skill penalty, doing Strength
damage.

Possible Armour: Ragged collection of  mail and plate
(1 AP to body) or Belly shield (1 AP to body).

FIANNA FIMMFIANNA FIMMFIANNA FIMMFIANNA FIMMFIANNA FIMM

Possible Skills: Concealment Rural; Disarm; Dodge
Blow; Flee!; Follow Trail; Game Hunting; River Lore;
Row; Sailing; Secret Signs: Fimir; Set Trap; Silent Move
Rural; Smithing; Specialist Weapon: Double-handed
Weapons; Strike Mighty Blow; Strike to Injure; Strike to
Stun; Wrestling.

Possible Weapons: Double-handed axes or hammers
(one in each hand). Fianna Fimm may fight unarmed
using their claws, with no Weapon Skill penalty, doing
Strength damage.

Possible Armour: Ragged collection of  mail and plate
(1 AP to body) or belly-shield (2 AP to body).

FIMM NOBLEFIMM NOBLEFIMM NOBLEFIMM NOBLEFIMM NOBLE

Possible Skills: Concealment Rural; Disarm; Dodge
Blow; Flee!; Follow Trail; Game Hunting; Orientation;
Row; Sailing; Secret Signs: Fimir; Set Trap; Silent Move
Rural; Smithing; Specialist Weapon: Double-handed
Weapons; River Lore; Speak Additional Language:
Reikspiel/Norse/Wastelander/Bretonnian/Kislevite/
Albionian � such language skills are rudimentary at best;
Strike Mighty Blow; Strike to Injure; Strike to Stun;
Wrestling.

Possible Weapons: Double-handed axes or hammers
(used one-handed, typically one in each hand). Fimm
Nobles may fight unarmed using their claws, with no
Weapon Skill penalty, doing Strength damage.

Possible Armour: Ragged collection of  mail and plate
(1 AP to body) or Noble�s belly-shield (3 AP to body);
helmet (1 AP to head)

DIRACHDIRACHDIRACHDIRACHDIRACH

Possible Skills: Astronomy, Concealment Rural,
Demon Lore, Dodge Blow, Dowsing, Flee!, Follow Trail,
Heal Wounds, Herb Lore, History, Hypnotise, Identify
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Plant, Immunity to Poison, Magical Awareness, Magical
Sense, Meditation;, Orientation, Public Speaking, Read/
Write Fimar, River Lore, Secret Signs: Fimir, Set Trap,
Shadowing, Silent Move Rural, Speak Additional
Language: Reikspiel/Norse/Wastelander/Bretonnian/
Kislevite/Albionian, Story Telling, Swim, Theology,
Torture.

Possible Weapons: Large sacrificial dagger (treat as
handweapon); staff; dagger. Dirach may fight unarmed
using their claws, with the usual Weapon Skill penalty
for unarmed combat, doing Strength damage.

Possible Armour: none.

Magic: Dirach have 2D6+6 magic points (13 average),
and two first-level and one second-level Demonology
spells. At least one of  these spells will be Summon Demonic
Creature, Summon Guardian, Summon Steed or Summon Lesser
Demons. Dirach do not require spell components to
summon, bind or dispel Demons (this does not include
spells like Summon Energy or Summon Magical Aid, each
of  which requires the sacrifice of  a number of  living
sentient beings equal to the level of  the spell) and they
do not suffer the penalties normally associated with
practicing Demonology. See Mother�s Magic for more
information on Dirach magic.

MEARGHMEARGHMEARGHMEARGHMEARGH
A Meargh�s characteristics will depend upon her age;
note that these suggested characteristic scores deviate
from the WFRP1 rules. Level refers to the level of  spells
that she may cast. The different levels allow GMs to
tailor Meargh to the abilities of  the PCs, the plot and
style of  game.

Level 1 � Aged under 100 (often still apprentices,
though not always)

Level 2 � Aged 100-250 (recently become clan
leader)

Level 3 � Aged 250-500 (an established clan leader,
known to other clans)

Level 4 � Aged 500-1500 (a powerful creature)

Level 5 � Aged 1500 upwards (still powerful, but
weakening a little physically)

GMs should feel free to increase a Meargh�s Fellowship
characteristic if  they wish � most Meargh are rude,
critical and aggressive, but it gives them a lot of  character
and occasional charm. Also, some are quite capable of
playing nice if  they have too.

Possible Skills: Astronomy; Cast Spells: Wisdom of
Maris Level 1-5; Cure Disease; Demon Lore; Divining-
scrying; Dowsing; Elemental Understanding (see
Elementalism in Mother�s Magic for details); Flee!;
Heal Wounds; Haggle; Herb Lore; History; Hypnotise;
Identify Magical Artefact; Identify Plant; Identify
Undead; Immunity to Poison; Magical Awareness;
Magical Sense; Manufacture Magic items; Manufacture
Potions; Manufacture Scrolls; Meditation; Public
Speaking; Read/Write Fimar; River Lore; Scroll Lore;
Secret Signs: Fimir; Shadowing; Silent Move Rural; Speak
Additional Language: Reikspiel/Norse/Wastelander/
Bretonnian/Kislevite/Albionian; Story Telling; Surgery;
Swim; Theology; Torture.

Possible Weapons: Large sacrificial dagger (treat as
handweapon); staff; dagger. Meargh may fight unarmed
using their claws, with the usual Weapon Skill penalty
for unarmed combat, doing Strength damage.

Possible Armour: none.

Magic: Meargh have 4D4 magic points per level
(average of  10 multiplied by level). Meargh do not
require spell components to summon, bind or dispel
Demons (this does not include spells like Summon Energy,
Summon Magical Aid, Summon Great Power and Summon
Total Power, each of  which requires the sacrifice of  a
number of  living sentient beings equal to the level of
the spell), and they do not suffer the penalties normally
associated with practicing Demonology or necromancy.
See Mother�s Magic for more information on Meargh
magic.

The Wisdom of  Maris � Spells of  the Meargh
To simplify matters, spells usable by Meargh are collected
here. Meargh have the skills Cast Spells � Wisdom of  Maris
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Levels 1-5 to reflect this. Even though every Meargh will
have been taught all of  the following spells during their
apprenticeship, they are still limited in the number they
can actually use by their level and Intelligence
characteristic. However, a Meargh can potentially cast
all listed Demonology spells (up to her level), even if  her
Intelligence characteristic would normally set a lower
limit. Not listed here are the spells and rituals designed
to summon various Demon Princes, such as Balor, Kroll
and Firest � these are discussed in the relevant parts of
the text. GMs should feel free to expand or modify the
Wisdom of  Maris to give regional variations (adding spells
of  the Kislevite Ice Shamans, for example).

Spells are listed in the following format: Spell/Spell
Group/Source/ Ingredient Variations/Comments. Key:
BM=Battle Magic; D=Demonology; E=Elemental;
WFRP=Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay Rulebook (first
edition); RoS=Realms of  Sorcery.

Petty Magic
All Petty Magic spells

Level 1
Assault of  Stones/E/WFRP/pebbles or gravel/
traditionally, one of  the first spells taught to apprentice
Meargh; stones may be replaced with huge hailstones
Aura of  Resistance/BM/WFRP/as rules, but usually
in the form of  scrappy bog iron/ none
Bind Demon/D/WFRP/none/traditionally, one of  the
first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Breathe Underwater/E/WFRP/a body of  water/one
of the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Create Spring/E/RoS/as rules/traditionally, one of  the
first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Cure Light Injury/BM/WFRP/a piece of  moss or
seaweed/none
Dispel Lesser Demon/D/WFRP/none/traditionally,
one of the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Find Mineral/E/RoS/any digging tool/none
Fireball/D/WFRP/a piece of  coal/takes the form of
a fiery ball of  hot coals
Immunity from Poison/D/WFRP/any venomous body
part/Lisaart is invoked when casting
Summon Demonic Creature/D/RoS/none traditionally,
one of the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Summon Guardian/D/WFRP/none traditionally, one
of the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Summon Steed/D/WFRP/none/traditionally, one of
the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Walk on water/E/WFRP/a body of  water/traditionally,
one of the first spells taught to apprentice Meargh
Zone of  Demonic Protection/D/WFRP/a drawn

circle/traditionally, one of  the first spells taught to
apprentice Meargh

Level 2
Cause Rain/E/WFRP/as rules/none
Control Lightening/E/RoS/a copper rod/none
Icy Ground/E/RoS/as rules/none
Part Water/E/WFRP/some water to part/none
Stop Demonic Instability/D/WFRP/blood from any
sentient creature/none
Summon Energy/D/WFRP/sacrifice of  two sentient
creatures/none
Summon Lesser Demons/D/WFRP/none/none
Summon Magical Aid/D/WFRP/sacrifice of  two
sentient creatures/none
Zone of  Demonic Nullification/D/WFRP/as rules/
none

Level 3
Banish Elemental/E/WFRP/a Water or Earth
Elemental/Water and Earth elementals only
Bind Elemental Slave/E/RoS/as rules/Water and Earth
elementals only
Dispel Demon Horde/D/WFRP/none/
Draw Down Lightening/E/RoS/a copper rod/none
Create Quicksand/E/WFRP/as rules for dry ground;
none for wet ground/none
Crumble Stone/E/WFRP/stone to crumble/none
Hellride/D/RoS/as rules/none
Magic Bridge/BM/WFRP/as rules/none
Raise Dead/N/WFRP/a Fimir sacrificial site/none
Summon Demon Horde/D/WFRP/sacrifice of three
sentient creatures/rarely used
Summon Demonic Pack/D/RoS/none/none
Summon Great Power/D/WFRP/sacrifice of  three
sentient creatures/none
Zone of  Temperate Weather/E/RoS/an earthenware
bowl/none

Level 4
Animate Water/E/WFRP/as rules/none
Change Weather (Ritual)/E/RoS/a gold-coated
traditional weather-diviner like a fir-cone or seaweed/
none
Create Chasm/E/RoS/earth or rock surface/none
Demonic Amulet/D/RoS/as rules/amulet is usually a
staff or sacrificial knife
Demonic Portal/D/WFRP/a carved stone ring, with
an opening 10� in diameter/rarely used as the nature of
the Demons passing through cannot be controlled
Dispel Demon Horde/D/WFRP/a Demon horde to
dispel/none
Dispel Elementals/E/WFRP/a Water and Earth
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elemental to dispel/Water and Earth elementals only
Dispel Greater Demon/D/WFRP/none/none
Summon Elemental/E/WFRP/a body of  water or
earth/Water and Earth elementals only
Summon Elemental Horde/E/WFRP/a body of  water
or earth/Water and Earth elementals only
Summon Greater Demon/D/WFRP/none/none
Summon Total Power/D/WFRP/sacrifice of  four
sentient creatures/none
Swell River/E/RoS/a river/none
Tunnel Through Stone/E/WFRP/a digging tool/none
Wall Shaker/E/WFRP/a stone or earth wall to shake/
none

Level 5
Earthquake (Ritual)/E/RoS
Fountain of  Life/E/RoS/a drop of  water from the
Waterland or Wandering Island/none
Walls of  Rock (Ritual)/E/RoS/as rules/none
Wave Of  Destruction/E/RoS/a large body of  water/
none

A FIMIR BESTIARA FIMIR BESTIARA FIMIR BESTIARA FIMIR BESTIARA FIMIR BESTIARYYYYY

BLACK SHUCK – DEMONIC SERVBLACK SHUCK – DEMONIC SERVBLACK SHUCK – DEMONIC SERVBLACK SHUCK – DEMONIC SERVBLACK SHUCK – DEMONIC SERVANTANTANTANTANT

Alignment: Evil

Psychological Traits: Black Shuck are Demonic

Servants that cause fear in all living creatures. They are
immune to psychological effects, unless caused by Lesser
Demons, Greater Demons or Gods, and cannot be
forced to leave combat except by these beings.

Special Rules: Black Shuck can attempt to dominate
up to 4 dogs or 1 wolf  instead of  making its normal
attack. Each target animal must make a Will Power test.
Any target animal that fails is under the thrall of  the
Shuck and will follow its lead.

CROMARA – DEMONIC SERVCROMARA – DEMONIC SERVCROMARA – DEMONIC SERVCROMARA – DEMONIC SERVCROMARA – DEMONIC SERVANTANTANTANTANT

Alignment: Neutral

Psychological Traits: Cromara are unusual for
Demons in that that do not cause fear. They are immune
to psychological effects, unless caused by Lesser
Demons, Greater Demons or Gods, and cannot be
forced to leave combat except by these beings.

Special Rules: Cromara are usually only subject to
instability in combat; if  left to their own devices they can
wander the countryside quite happily. However, if  they
are taken to urban areas (anything larger than a small
market town) they become subject to instability.

FUFUFUFUFUAAAAATH – DEMONIC SERVTH – DEMONIC SERVTH – DEMONIC SERVTH – DEMONIC SERVTH – DEMONIC SERVANTANTANTANTANT

Alignment: Evil

Psychological Traits: Fuath are Lesser Demons that
cause fear in all living creatures when their true nature is
revealed. They are immune to psychological effects,
unless caused by Lesser Demons, Greater Demons or
Gods, and cannot be forced to leave combat except by
these beings.

Special Rules: The instant someone is sat upon its back,
the Fuath will race off  as fast as it can gallop, either
into the lands of the Fimir or into the nearest body of
water in an attempt to drown the victim. The best way
to escape this is to leap from the Demon�s back, but
given the speed at which it runs, this is terrifying prospect
� in order to do so, the character must make a Willpower

6 41 0 3 3 7 30 1 - 43 14 43 43 -

7 33 0 5 5 16 30 1 - 20 10 14 20 20
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test (a bonus is given for having the Ride skill). If
successful, the character finds the courage to jump, but
will take an automatic hit at Strength 4 as they hit the
ground (armour does not reduce the amount of  damage
done). It�s possible for a character to draw a small
weapon such as a knife or dagger and attack the Demon
whilst sat upon its back. However, if  the character
successful kills the Demon it will collapse and the rider
will go down with it in a terrible heap � this will result
in an automatic hit at Strength 6 as they hit the ground
(armour does not reduce the amount of  damage done).
If  the Fuath successfully carries the rider into a lake or
a river, the rider will be dismounted and the Demon
will attack � any damage done by the Demon to the
victim is considered drowning damage. Although the
victim will suffer a penalty for fighting in water, the
Demon suffers no such penalty. Fuath are subject to
instability, but not whilst they have a rider on their back.

Notes: Fuath in the form of: ponies or mules have
Strength 2; riding horses have Strength 3; draft horses
have Strength 4; warhorses have Strength 5. Ponies,
mules and riding horses have 5 Wounds, draft horses
and warhorses have 11 wounds. The GM should decide
what sort is used according to how much of  a challenge
the PC can cope with.

MARIS’ RAMARIS’ RAMARIS’ RAMARIS’ RAMARIS’ RAVENS – DEMONIC SERVVENS – DEMONIC SERVVENS – DEMONIC SERVVENS – DEMONIC SERVVENS – DEMONIC SERVANTANTANTANTANT

Alignment: Evil

Psychological Traits: Maris� Ravens are unusual for
Demons in that that do not cause fear, principally because
they seem to be ordinary or possibly mutant animals.
Even if  one uses its verbal skills to inform someone of
their Demonic nature, that person is not likely to suffer

fear. However, the GM may rule that half  a dozen of
these creatures making verbal threats or a dozen or more
slowly and sinisterly gathering on a nearby tree or
building may cause fear . They are immune to
psychological effects, unless caused by Lesser Demons,
Greater Demons or Gods, and cannot be forced to leave
combat except by these beings.

Special Rules: Maris� Ravens fly as swoopers and the
Movement score given below is for ground movement.
They are only subject to instability during combat; once
summoned into the world they�ll perform the task(s)
they are set and then generally stick around until they
get bored.

GREENTEETH – LESSER DEMONGREENTEETH – LESSER DEMONGREENTEETH – LESSER DEMONGREENTEETH – LESSER DEMONGREENTEETH – LESSER DEMON

Alignment: Evil

Psychological Traits: Greenteeth are Lesser Demons
that cause fear in all living creatures when their true nature
is revealed. They are immune to psychological effects,
unless caused by Greater Demons or Gods, and cannot
be forced to leave combat except by these beings.

Special Rules: Attacks on those in the water are not
claw or bite attacks, but should be considered attempts

2 33 0 1 1 5 30 2 - 10 25 10 10 40
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10 59 - 7 7 1 30 2(1)2 - 24 14 89 89
-

by the Greenteeth to drown the victim. Greenteeth are
only subject to instability when they are not in contact with
the water from which they were first summoned. If  a
Greenteeth can be pulled completely out of  the water,
then it must check for instability every round.

11111Greenteeth have a Movement of  only 4 when forced
onto land.
22222This Fellowship score represents the old or ugly
Greenteeth.  A pretty, seductive one has a score of  50.

MORGA – GREAMORGA – GREAMORGA – GREAMORGA – GREAMORGA – GREATER DEMONTER DEMONTER DEMONTER DEMONTER DEMON

Alignment: Evil

Psychological Traits: Morga are Greater Demons that
cause fear in all living creatures and terror in all living
creatures under 10 feet tall. They are immune to
psychological effects unless caused by Gods and cannot
be forced to leave combat except by these beings or by
the command of the one who summoned them.

Special Rules: Morga have three possible attack
options: 2 bite attacks per round; 1 slam attack per round;
1 bite attack and 1 constriction attack per round. Bite
attacks should be treated as normal attacks. Slam attacks
involve the Morga smashing its huge bulk into the target;
any damage done is multiplied by two. Constriction
attacks involve the Morga wrapping its sinuous form
around its target (a ship, building or a Humanoid over
10 feet tall, but nothing smaller) and squeezing. Once a
Morga has made a successful constriction attack it
automatically does normal damage (1D6 plus Strength)
each round without needing to make an attack role �
this is in addition to a normal bite attack. Only when
the Morga�s Wounds have been reduced to half  its
maximum (or the next successful attack is made upon
the Morga if  it was already below half) is the sea serpent
forced to release its grip (though it may attempt to make
another constriction attack next round). Morga are only
subject to instability during combat.

11111 see Special Rules For every 10 feet of  body length a
Morga has 10 Wounds. Morga are between 30 and 60
feet in length (usually depending on how much of  a
challenge the GM wishes the PCs to experience).
22222 see Special Rules

61 50 42 4 3 5 60 2 89 89 89 89 89 142

PANTPANTPANTPANTPANTOES – SERVOES – SERVOES – SERVOES – SERVOES – SERVANT, LESSER ANDANT, LESSER ANDANT, LESSER ANDANT, LESSER ANDANT, LESSER AND
GREAGREAGREAGREAGREATER DEMONSTER DEMONSTER DEMONSTER DEMONSTER DEMONS

Alignment: Probably Neutral, but impossible to say
for sure.

Psychological Traits: Pantoes seem to cause no
psychological effects and also seem to be immune to
them. However, their silence and placid invulnerability
when in non-solid form can provoke a profound sense
of  unease. Pantoes apparently hate the Slaaneshi Greater
Demons, the so-called Keepers of  Secrets.


